**Ozone generators pass stringent tests**

RGF 03 Systems, Inc. announces all models of its Turbohydrozone line of ozone generators have passed stringent testing and evaluation by Underwriter Laboratories (UL) and are now UL listed.

The Turbohydrozone line consists of ozone generators designed to reduce bacteria, algae, chemical oxygen demand, bacteria oxygen demand, color, pesticides, herbicides and insecticides and other waterborne substances. The products can, in addition to wash water recycling operations, be used to reduce algae growth and purify water in ponds, lakes and fountains.

In addition, the unit works on a 110V standard electrical outlet and has low power consumption. The ozone generator is housed with UV protected PVC and aluminum. The ozone output varies on the different models offered in the Turbohydrozone line.

For more information on these products, please contact RGF 03 Systems Inc., at 800-633-7743; or fax 407-848-2170.

---

**Subsurface ozone aeration equipment now available from EP Aeration**

E P Aeration has announced availability of its new EP LK-Outdoor Series subsurface activated oxygen aeration systems. The EP LK-Outdoor Series is designed for stand-alone, outdoor installation, and is quieter and more compact than previous outdoor systems.

“Our EP LK2000 series, designed for vault and pumphouse mounting, is highly successful,” said Michael McGee, president and general manager of E P Aeration. “We’ve received an increasing number of inquiries for outdoor systems over the past couple of years, but felt that the cabinet options previously available were both bulkier and higher-cost than many of our customers wanted.

The EP LK-Outdoor contains both ozone generation and air compression equipment. New filters render the unit quieter, while the cabinet is much lighter and smaller than previous outdoor units. The EP LK-Outdoor is approximately 40 inches high, 20 inches wide, and 18 inches deep. The new unit is comparable in price to the EP-LK2000 complete with vault or pumphouse rack-mount. E P Aeration also offers a full line of bio-augmentation and aesthetic water maintenance products. For further information, contact McGee at 805-541-6140, or by fax at 805-541-6149.
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**Fluid Systems booklet provides product specs**

A new 20-page technical booklet, available from Fluid Systems, provides detailed product line specifications and applications information on the firm’s entire line of geotextiles, geogrids, and ancillary products. Detailed information is provided on eight product lines. In addition, details on key features — along with application notes — provide guidelines for product use. Information on ancillary products, including covers and erosion control products, is also covered in this new booklet.

Fluid Systems is a leading supplier of a wide range of geosynthetics for the waste containment industry, including Poly-Net drainage nets and Tex-Net drainage nets and Tex-Net geocomposites, Bentofix Thermal Lock GCLs, geogrids, erosion blankets, plastic safety fences, HDPE and PVC piping, HDPE manholes, and Sani-Cover geotextile alternative daily covers. For more information, call 800-348-9107.
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**IF IT'S NOT WATERSAVER, YOU'RE NOT SAVING ANYTHING.**

Toro offers aerator for shallow ponds

The new Toro Fountain/Aerator, manufactured by Aquascape, is designed to enhance any aquatic setting. The decorative spray patterns not only add visual interest but assist the natural aquatic rejuvenation process by increasing dissolved oxygen levels, providing needed circulation and maintaining aerobic conditions throughout the water column.

The Toro Fountain/Aerator is ideal for shallow ponds and lakes three feet and deeper. The fountain is available in 1/2-, 1-, 2-, 3-, 5-, 7 1/2- and 10-horsepower models, 1- or 3-phase. The unit features a high-volume, all-stainless-steel pump and proven stainless steel submersible motor. Made from ultraviolet resistant polymer, the foam-filled float will not sink even if punctured. An optional under-water lighting system is also available.

For additional information and the name of the nearest TOPO distributor contact: Aquascape at 800-569-1345.
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